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BALANCED DIET 
According to a recent article on nutrition, eating right does-

n't have to be complicated. Nutritionists say there is a simple 

way to tell if you're eating right. Colors. 

Fill your plates with bright colors. 

Greens, reds, yellows. In fact, you 

should try it.  For breakfast have an 

entire bowl of M&M's. It’ll be deli-

cious!  

And you never knew eating 

right could be so easy. 

TOTAL AGREEMENT 

According to a bride’s magazine, the av-

erage bride spends 150 hours planning her 

wedding. The average groom spends an av-

erage of 150 hours going, “Yeah, sounds 

good.” 

GREED 

“Greed has had a very bad press. I frankly don’t see any-

thing wrong with greed. I think that the people who are al-

ways attacking greed would be 

more consistent with their position 

if they refused their next salary 

increase. I don’t see a great many 

Left-Wing scholars in this country 

scornfully burning their salary 

checks. “ - Rothbard 
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THEY SAY EVERY PIECE OF CHOCOLATE YOU EAT SHORTENS YOUR LIFE BY 2 MINUTES. I DID THE MATH...SEEMS I DIED IN 1937 ... 

OUTSIDE OF JESUS CHRIST, THERE IS NO HOPE IN THIS WORLD  

OKLAHOMA 
 

 Twenty-four percent of Okla-

homa is covered by forest  

 You’re all wet if you didn't 

know that Oklahoma has over 200 

manmade lakes.  

 Custer County, OK was named for Gen George A. Custer  

 Oklahoma is the only state that produces iodine  

 Oklahoma was part of the 1803 Louisiana Purchase  

 45,091 Oklahomans voted the Socialist ticket in 1916 

presidential elections  

 The great Indian leader, Geronimo, is buried at Fort Sill. 

He died of pneumonia in 1909  

 The honey bee is the state insect  

 Oklahoma’s state motto is, "Labor Omnia 

Vincit”meaning labor conquers all things 

 The highest temperature ever recorded in 

Oklahoma was 120 degrees, at Tipton 

on June 27, 1994.  

 Oklahoma records an average of 

54 tornadoes each year  

 The world’s first installed parking 

meter was in Oklahoma City, on 

July 16, 1935   
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“GOD WRITES THE GOSPEL NOT IN THE BIBLE ALONE, BUT ON  EVERY TREE, FLOWER, CLOUD AND STAR” - MARTIN LUTHER  

  PONDERINGS 

 “That same night, I wrote my first short story. 

It took me thirty minutes. It was a dark little 

tale about a man who found a magic cup 

and learned that if he wept into the cup, 

his tears turned into pearls. But even 

though he had always been poor, he 

was a happy man and rarely shed a 

tear. So he found ways to make himself 

sad so that his tears could make him rich.” - 

Khaled Hosseini, The Kite Runner  

 “There is nobody in this country who got rich on their 

own. Nobody. You built a factory out there - good for 

you. But I want to be clear. You moved your goods to 

market on roads the rest of us paid for. You hired workers 

the rest of us paid to educate. You were safe in your fac-

tory because of police forces and fire forces that the rest 

of us paid for. You didn't have to worry that marauding 

bands would come and seize everything at your factory...  
 

      Now look. You built a factory 

and it turned into something terrific 

or a great idea - God bless! Keep a 

hunk of it. But part of the underly-

ing social contract is you take a 

hunk of that and pay forward for 

the next kid who comes along.” -

 Elizabeth Warren  
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MUSIC IS A GIFT OF GOD, NOT MERELY AN INVENTION OF MAN  

“EASTER IS NEVER DESERVED” - J. KARON, HOME TO HOLLY SPRINGS  

DRAMA IS ACTUALLY LIFE WITH THE DULL BITS LEFT OUT 
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“YOU ARE NOT ONLY RESPONSIBLE FOR WHAT YOU SAY, BUT ALSO FOR WHAT YOU DO NOT SAY” -  MARTIN LUTHER  

PERFECT JOB—AN HONEST WEEK'S PAY FOR AN HONEST DAY'S WORK 

JESUS ON THE CROSS IS GOD SAYING TO US, “I LOVE YOU” 
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MY COOKING IS SO BAD, NATIVE INDIANS KEEP SHOWING UP, ASKING IF THEY CAN DIP THEIR ARROW TIPS IN MY SOUPS 

WHEREVER YOU GO, ASK GOD FOR WISDOM BEFORE YOU GO 

1. GAMES: Which chess piece can only move diago-

nally? 

2. U.S. STATES: What is the capital of Nevada? 

3. LANGUAGE: What is a lexicon? 

4. HISTORY: What was the first sport played on the 

moon? 

5. LITERATURE: In his will, what gift did Albus Dum-

bledore give to Ron Weasley in the Harry Potter book 

series? 

6. MOVIES: What was the first Disney song to win an 

Academy Award for best original movie song? 

7. GEOGRAPHY: What is the capital of Bermuda? 

8. INVENTIONS: Who first invented a successful vac-

cine for rabies? 

9. ASTRONOMY: Which two planets in our solar sys-

tem do not have moons? 

10. MATH: What is the Arabic equivalent of the Roman 

numerals MDCCCXII? 

Answers 

1. The bishop 

2. Carson City 

3. A dictionary 

4. Golf 

5. A deluminator, which takes 

away or restores light sources 

6. "When You Wish Upon a 

Star" 

7. Hamilton 

8. Louis Pasteur 

9. Venus and Mercury 

10. 1812 
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NO TWEEZERS ON AIRPLANES?. IF YOU MANAGE TO HIJACK AN AIRPLANE WITH A PAIR OF TWEEZERS, YOU PROBABLY DESERVE AN AIRPLANE 

“WE ARE SAVED BY FAITH ALONE, BUT THE FAITH THAT SAVES IS NEVER ALONE  - MARTIN LUTHER 
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GOD PROVED HIS LOVE ON THE CROSS 

IF THE GUY ON THE ATM IN FRONT OF ME TAKES EVEN LONGER, I’M GOING TO ASK HIM WHAT LEVEL HE’S ON NOW 

 

* In 2008, two sisters from Virginia sold their Illinois-shaped 

corn flake on eBay for $1,350. 

* One of the first diet books, "The Art of 

Living Long" by Luigi Comaro, came 

out in 1558 ... and is still in print. 

* In the movie "Psycho's" iconic 

shower scene, Alfred Hitchcock 

achieved the sound of stabbings by 

knifing through a casaba melon. He even 

had his crew audition multiple varieties of 

melon to get the perfect tone. 

* Folks who enjoy collecting ties are known as grabatolo-

gists. 

* The mostly unknown second and third verses of "Take Me 

Out to the Ball Game" reveal the song was originally written 

as a feminist anthem about a woman wanting to go see a 

baseball game rather than go on a date to a show. 

* Cinderella's shoes were made of fur, not glass, in the tale's 

original version. 

* Overdo it on the garlic or onions and need to freshen your 

breath? Try roasted coffee beans instead of gum or mints. 

Israeli scientists have found that coffee can inhibit the bacte-

ria that leads to bad breath, but if you prefer drinking it to 

chewing, you'll do best to take it black. 

* German chocolate cake was named for an 

American baker, Samuel German. 

* "Scurryfunge" is an old English word mean-

ing to rush around cleaning when you see 

company is on their way over. 

* In the Middle Ages, the "shrew's fiddle" or 

"neck violin" was used to punish those who 

were caught bickering by linking them face-to

-face, forcing them to talk to each other. They 

weren't released until their disagreement was resolved. 

Thought for the Day: "I had a new vision in front of me, and I 

always feel that if I can see it and believe it, then I can 

achieve it." -- Arnold Schwarzenegger 
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